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The new detector EIGER X4M was installed in May 2015 at BL-1A. The diffraction 

images output from this EIGER detector are written to the beamline disk as .h5 files, in 

which 100 diffraction images are packed into one file. 

When data collection is completed and a series of .h5 files is completely written to the 

disk, all diffraction images in the .h5 file will be extracted automatically as .cbf files in a 

subdirectory named as cbf. Because extracting takes several minutes (depends on the 

number of images), you need to wait to process after the data collection is completed. 

 

If you want to extract .cbf files by yourself, please use eiger_PF_h5tocbf script installed 

in the beamline workstations. 

 

$ eiger_PF_h5tocbf –s <start omega> -o <osc. width> <.h5 master file> 

 

These .cbf files are able to be processed by XDS, HKL2000 and iMosflm. 

 

<Processing by XDS> 

Please use generate_XDS.INP script installed in the beamline workstations to generate 

XDS.INP file. This script is a modified version of original script from XDS Wiki 

(http://strucbio.biologie.uni-konstanz.de/xdswiki/index.php/Generate_XDS.INP) in 

order to handle .cbf file extracted from EIGER detector correctly. 

 

<Processing by HKL2000> 

Recent version of HKL2000 (later than 707) can process .cbf file extracts from EIGER 

detector’s .h5 file. Please ask HKL Corp. to get a proper version of HKL2000. 

 

<Processing by iMosflm> 

Recent version of iMosflm can process .cbf file extracted from EIGER detector ’s .h5 file. 

However, reading parameters from the header of cbf file does not work correctly, and you 

need to input detector parameters and beam position manually. (We are now trying to 

fix this.) 

 

NOTE: Beamline operating staffs are not taken any training on crystallography and data 

processing. If you have any questions on data processing, please ask beamline scientists 

(Dr. Matsugaki, Dr. Yamada) directly. 
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